T he beneficial effect o f finite ß on neoclassical co nfinem ent is d e m o n stra ted in H elias configurations. E quilibrium and transport calculations w ere p erform ed for </?) up to 0.15.
on ions with a plasma-to gyro-radius ratio Qe of Qq = 500. An im provem ent o f this order is required to allow self-sustained thermonuclear fusion.
The search for finite ß effects on neoclassical confinement hitherto led to the conclusion that they are not important [2 ] or that they may even destroy the good transport properties o f transport-optimized vacuum field configurations [3] . Analyzing Helias configurations, we show that these equilibria exhibit improved transport with increasing ß in all transport regimes.
Finite-ß H elias Equilibria
The 5 /S p , 5 P = 3.6 r/(Q 2 e i n R0), v particle velocity, e -a/Q, a plasm a radius, g gyro-radius, i rotational 
Results of M onte Carlo Simulations
The calculation o f a global confinement time is done by the follow ing Monte Carlo procedure, which relies on obtaining an asym ptotic stationary distribution [1] , Only scattering by a uniform back ground plasma is sim ulated, so that a constant value o f mean free path for pitch angle scattering is assumed throughout the plasma volume. A particle leaving this volum e is replaced by another particle with the same initial energy E in such a way that a particle (with index n,) o f the remaining test dis tribution is doubled and from then on treated as statistically independent. The particle to be doubled is selected according to a cyclic procedure rij = («,■_| -I-A'cyc) m odulo 64 for a test distribution which comprises 64 particles. Here, A 7,_] is the index o f the particle which was . 9 ). w hile in classical / = 2 stellarators this situation cannot be realized because the equilibrium ß limit is too small to compensate the toroidal effect. Figure 10 shows the results o f the loss rate calcu lation for the ß = 0 and </?) = 0.15 cases. In the 0.5 --0 . -I-----------------------------------------1 ---------------------------------------I .0 .5 1. . 
Conclusion
For the Helias class o f stellarators it has been demonstrated that at finite ß a true m inim um -5 situation can be established which, in the case o f an attracting potential, is beneficial for global ion con finement to the extent that basic fusion reactor experiments m ight be satisfied.
